Fiction
for Kids
Sweep: The Story of a Girl L
and Her Monster
H
by Jonathan Auxier (Gr. 3-7)
Nan Sparrow works as a
"climbing boy,"
aiding chimney
sweeps, but
when her most
treasured
possessions end
up in a fireplace,
she unwittingly
creates a golem.

L

The Isle of Lost

by Melissa De La Cruz (Gr. 6-8) H
Twenty years
ago, all the evil
villains were
banished to
the Isle of the
Lost. Now, the
descendants
of these
baddies begin
to realize that
just because
you come from an evil family
tree, being good ain't so bad.

Where the Mountain
Meets the Moon

L

The (Fairly) True Tales

L

by Grace Lin (Gr. 5-6)
Inspired by the
Chinese
folktales her
father told, Minli
sets off on an
extraordinary
journey to find
the Old Man on
the Moon to ask
him how she
can change her family's

Series by Liesl Shurtliff (Gr. 5-7)
Meet: Jack, Red, and Rump in
this fun, new spin on
some
classic
tales.

Fairytales
Reimagined
The Jumbies

H

by Tracey Baptiste (Gr. 4-6)
Corinne La
Mer isn’t afraid
of anything.
Not scorpions,
not the boys
who tease her,
and certainly
not jumbies.
She knows
that jumbies
aren’t
real…right?

Ophelia and the
Marvelous Boy

L

The Princess and the
Goblin

L
H

Breadcrumbs

H

by Karen Foxlee (Gr. 4-7)
Set in a vast, chilly museum, the
tale brings
together a
valiant girl, a
charmed boy, a
magical sword
and a clock
ticking down to
the end of the
world.

by George MacDonald (Gr. 5-6)
Princess Irene lives in a castle
on a wild and
lonely
mountainside.
She discovers a
staircase
leading to a
maze and a
world of
goblins and
mysteries!

by Anne Ursu (Gr. 3-8)
A modern
re-telling of
“The Snow
Queen.” Hazel
and Jack are
best friends
until an
accident with a
magical mirror
and a run-in
with a villainous
queen find Hazel on her own,
trying to save Jack's life.

L
H

The Land of Stories
(Series)

Goose Girl

L

Ella Enchanted

L

Whatever After (Series)

L

Grounded: The
Adventures of Rapunzel

H

Hamster Princess (Series)

L

by Michael Buckley (Gr. 3-5)
This nine-book series will
delight with
its fantastical,
mysterious,
and humorous
girl-powered
spin on fairy
tales.

by Shannon Hale (Gr. 6-8)
H
On her way to
marry a prince
she's never
met, Princess
Anidori is
betrayed by her
guards and
must become a
goose girl to
survive until
she can reveal her true identity
and reclaim her rightful crown.

by Sarah Mlynowski (Gr. 3-6) H
When the
magic mirror
in their
basement
transports
them into
classic fairy
tales, Abby
and Jonah
accidentally
mess up the
stories ... and they have to find
a way to set things right!

The Real Boy

L

by Anne Ursu (Gr. 5-6)
H
Oscar knows he’s different. He
can’t remember where he
comes from, he
has an
encyclopedic
knowledge of
magical herbs
and their uses,
and he just
does not
understand
human
interaction.

H =available on Hoopla

H

by Chris Colfer (Gr. 4-6)
The popular
series follows
twins Alex
and Conner
Bailey as they
fall from the
real world
into a world
full of fairy
tales.

by Gail Carson Levine (Gr. 3-5)
Cinderella meets Goody
Two-shoes in this tale about a
girl cursed by
the "gift" of
obedience. Ella
is, nonetheless, a
take-charge,
intuitive heroine
who, despite her
love for Prince
Char, learns how
to just say, "no."

by Megan Morrison (Gr. 4-6)
Rapunzel believes she is the
luckiest person
in Tyme,
because Witch
tells her so, but
when Jack
climbs into her
tower, he hints
that Witch is
not telling the
whole truth.

by Ursula Vernon (Gr. 3-5)
Classic
stories like
Sleeping
Beauty, Jack
and the
Beanstalk,
Little Red
Riding Hood
and more
get a fun and
furry spin in this delightful
hamster series!
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L =available on Libby & Overdrive

L

The Sisters Grimm
(Series)

